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Abstract—The transformer networks, which originate from machine translation, are particularly good at modeling long-range dependencies within a long sequence. Currently, the transformer networks are making revolutionary progress in various vision tasks ranging
from high-level classification tasks to low-level dense prediction tasks. In this paper, we conduct research on applying the transformer
networks for salient object detection (SOD). Specifically, we adopt the dense transformer backbone for fully supervised RGB image
based SOD, RGB-D image pair based SOD, and weakly supervised SOD within a unified framework based on the observation that the
transformer backbone can provide accurate structure modeling, which makes it powerful in learning from weak labels with less structure
information. Further, we find that the vision transformer architectures do not offer direct spatial supervision, instead encoding position
as a feature. Therefore, we investigate the contributions of two strategies to provide stronger spatial supervision through the transformer
layers within our unified framework, namely deep supervision and difficulty-aware learning. We find that deep supervision can get
gradients back into the higher level features, thus leads to uniform activation within the same semantic object. Difficulty-aware learning
on the other hand is capable of identifying the hard pixels for effective hard negative mining. We also visualize features of conventional
backbone and transformer backbone before and after fine-tuning them for SOD, and find that transformer backbone encodes more
accurate object structure information and more distinct semantic information within the lower and higher level features respectively. As
an extension, we also apply our model to camouflaged object detection (COD) and achieve similar observations as the above three SOD
related tasks. Extensive experimental results on various SOD and COD tasks illustrate that transformer networks can transform salient
object detection and camouflaged object detection, leading to new benchmarks for each related task. The source code and experimental
results are publicly available via our project page: https://github.com/fupiao1998/TrasformerSOD.
Index Terms—Vision Transformer, Salient Object Detection, Camouflaged Object Detection.
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I NTRODUCTION

Visual salient object detection [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] aims
to localize the regions of an image that attract human attention.
For static image based salient object detection, researchers mostly
consider one of two fully supervised tasks, namely RGB image
based salient object detection [1], [2] and RGB-D image pair
based salient object detection [3], [4]. To reduce the labeling
effort, several weakly supervised salient object detection models
have been proposed to learn saliency with image-level supervision
[6], scribble supervision [5] or learn saliency directly from noisy
labeling [8], [9].
Before the deep learning revolution, conventional salient object detection models [10], [11] used handcrafted features as
shown in Fig. 2, which define saliency as contrast [12] between
each pixel (or superpixel) and the other pixels (or superpixels).
In this way, the receptive field of the conventional handcraftedfeature based models is the entire image, which is global context
as shown in Fig. 1, where saliency of the pixel colored in yellow
depends on all the other pixels. However, the less representative
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Fig. 1. Receptive field comparison of conventional handcraftedfeature based salient object detection models, CNN-based models and
Transformer-based models.

handcrafted-feature limited their performance. The deep convolutional neural network (CNN) based salient object detection models
[1], [2], [13], [14] achieve significant performance improvement
compared with those handcrafted-feature based techniques with
more sophisticated features extracted from the deep network.
The conventional deep CNN based SOD network usually
includes two main parts: an encoder to extract different levels of
features, and a decoder to aggregate features from different levels
of the network for finer prediction. The encoder part is adopted
from the trained backbone network on ImageNet, e.g., VGG [15],
ResNet [16], and the most effort for SOD models has been put
on designing an effective decoder for feature aggregation [1], [2],
[17].
Conventional backbones have gradually larger receptive fields
with the deeper layers. The main issue with these backbone
networks is that the larger receptive field is obtained with the
loss of structure information as a sacrifice. This is the reason for
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Fig. 2. A simplified timeline of salient object detection models, where the y-axis shows the mean absolute error (MAE) of related models on the
DUT testing dataset [11]. Initially, Itti et al. [18] defined saliency detection as fixation prediction to predict the fixation points of salient objects. Then,
Achanta et al. [19] introduced saliency detection as binary segmentation task to produce a segmentation map instead of a fixation map. The first
CNN based deep saliency model [20] appeared in 2015, which replaced the handcrafted features with deep features. We introduce transformer
backbone based salient object detection model with significantly improved model performance.

incorporating an additional complicated decoder. Note that, once
the information is lost, it will not be fully recovered. Further,
although the theoretical receptive field of a CNN covers the entire
image [21], many studies have shown that the actual receptive field
of a CNN is much smaller than the theoretical receptive field. In
this way, a network with a larger receptive field without losing
fine-grained information can be beneficial for context based tasks,
e.g., salient object detection, to achieve effective context modeling.
Researchers found that the “Transformer” [22] has great potential to solve the limited receptive field issue in vision tasks.
The advantage of the “Transformer” lies in the use of selfattention to capture global contextual information to establish a
long-range dependency as shown in Fig. 1, and it can extract
more meaningful features. Different from convolutional neural
networks that focus on a small patch of the image with a sliding
window wise convolution operation, the transformer network [22]
performs global context modeling. Inspired by [23], [24] and the
accurate structure modeling ability of transformer, we present a
“unified” transformer backbone based SOD network to achieve
fully-supervised RGB image based SOD, RGB-D image pair
based SOD and weakly-supervised RGB image based SOD with
scribble annotation, leading to three new benchmark models as
shown in Table 1 and Table 3.
We also observe that the positional encodings of vision
transformer is less effective in modeling the accurate “spatial”
information for dense prediction tasks. Then we investigate deep
supervision and difficulty-aware learning within the transformer
backbone as shown in Fig. 3 (the generation of the five different predictions sl and confidence maps cl are introduced in
Section 3.3.1). We find that deep supervision can get gradients
back into the higher level features, thus leads to uniform activation
within the same semantic object as shown in Fig. 13. Difficultyaware learning on the other hand is capable of identifying the hard
pixels for effective hard negative mining (Fig. 3 “cl ”). Further, we
visualize the features of the CNN backbone and the transformer
backbone in second row of Fig. 3, and find that transformer
backbone encodes more accurate object structure information and
more distinct semantic information within the lower and higher
level features respectively.
Our main contributions are: 1) we introduce a unified transformer backbone [24] based network for three static image based
salient object detection tasks, and one RGB image based camou-

flaged object detection task. We discover the superior performance
of the transformer backbone for accurate structure modeling,
which makes it powerful in learning from weak annotations;
2) we investigate two strategies, namely deep supervision and
difficulty-aware learning, and illustrate the effectiveness of them
for transformer backbone based frameworks to generate stronger
spatial supervision; 3) we compare feature of CNN backbones and
transformer backbones and find that the superior performance of
transformer backbones mostly lies in the accurate structure and
semantic information encoding with the long-range dependency
modeling mechanism.

2

R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we will introduce the existing SOD and COD
models, and recent work on transformer network.
RGB Image based Fully Supervised Salient Object Detection:
As discussed above, existing fully supervised RGB image based
salient object detection models [1], [2], [13], [14], [17], [25]
mainly focus on designing effective decoder to achieve highlow level feature aggregation. Wu et al. [1] proposes a “Stacked
Cross Refinement Network”, and uses the interaction between
the edge module and the detection module to optimize the two
tasks at the same time. We et al. [2] introduces an adaptive
selection of complementary information when aggregating multiscale features, and presents a structure-aware loss function, which
solves the problem of differences in multi-scale features during
fusion. Qin et al. [26] uses multiple supervisions and high-quality
boundaries to guide the encoder, decoder and residual refinement
module to gradually optimize the saliency prediction to obtain
a more refined segmentation. [27] integrates the information of
adjacent layers, and integrates multi-scale information to retain
the internal consistency of each category (salient foreground or
non-salient background).
RGB Image based Weakly Supervised Salient Object Detection: The weakly supervised saliency models [5], [6], [9],
[28], [29], [30] learn saliency from easy-to-obtain weak labels,
including image-level labels [6], [28], noisy labels [8], [9], [31]
or partial scribble labels [5], [29]. Due to the limited structure
information in the weak annotations, the performance of existing
weakly supervised models is still far from satisfactory, and the
main focus of existing weakly supervised salient object detection
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Fig. 3. Results from our difficulty-aware RGB-D SOD network via a deeply supervised transformer and visualizations of the feature maps compared
with a conventional convolution backbone.

models is to recover the structure information by designing the
pair-wise constraints related regularizer.
RGB-D Image Pair based Fully Supervised Salient Object
Detection: As there exists the depth data in the RGB-D image
pair, one of the main focuses of the fully supervised RGB-D image
pair based salient object detection models is to explore the complementary information between the RGB image and the depth
data. Depending on how information from these two modalities
is fused, existing RGB-D salient object detection models can be
divided into three categories: early-fusion models [3], [32], latefusion models [33], [34], [35] and cross-level fusion models [4],
[36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47].
The early-fusion models fuse RGB image and depth data in the
input layer, forming a four-channel feature map. The late fusion
models treat each mode (RGB and depth) separately, and then
saliency fusion is achieved at the output layer. The cross-level
fusion models gradually fuse feature of RGB and depth [4], [41],
[42], [44], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50].
Camouflaged Object Detection: Camouflaged object detection is
an important biological phenomenon that animals attempt to hide
into the surroundings and thus deceive the viewers [51]. In early
studies, the camouflaged object detection is defined as contrast
based task, where the contrast computed by the handcrafted
features, such as edges, brightness, corner points and texture to
separate the camouflaged object and the background [52], [53],
[54], [55], [56]. However, the manual features are vulnerable to
the attack from the sophisticated camouflage strategies. Therefore,
the recent research turns to the deep learning to incorporate
more structure information about the object for detection. Le et
al. [57] proposes to employ an auxiliary classification network
to discriminate the images containing the camouflaged objects
and segment the objects through the segmentation network. Fan
et al. [58] constructs SINet that composed of a search module
to search the candidate regions and an identification module
for precise localization. Ren et al. [59] formulates texture-aware
refinement modules and emphasizing the difference between the
texture-aware features. Dong et al. [60] uses a significant large
receptive field to provide rich context information and an effective
fusion strategy to aggregate features with different levels of
representation.
Transformer Network and its Application: Transformer [22]
is a set-to-set method based on self-attention mechanism, which
achieved great success in natural language processing (NLP). The

breakthroughs from Transformer networks in NLP domain has
sparked great interest in the computer vision community to adapt
these models for vision tasks such as object detection [61], [62],
[63], [64], [65], image segmentation [23], [64], [66], object tracking [67], [68], [69], pose estimation [70], [71], optical flow [72]
etc.. The dense prediction tasks aim to perform pixel-level classification or regression on the feature map. In recent years, dense
prediction tasks usually usefully convolutional neural networks
(FCNs), which adopt convolution and sub-sampling with different
feature attention or enhancement methods as their fundamental
elements in order to learn multi-scale representations. Inspired
by the success of Vision Transformer(ViT) [73] in the task of
image classification, some works extend such classification model
as a backbone for dense prediction tasks. SETR [66] directly
feeds the sequence of image vectors to a standard Transformer
encoder, and the decoder is simple several convolutional layers
which upsamples feature maps to origin size. PVT [64] is based
on the design of ViT, while also maintaining the global receptive
field. This method introduces a progressive shrinking pyramid to
reduce the sequence length of the transformer when the network
depth increases, thereby significantly reducing the amount of
calculation. DPT [23] uses a U-shape structure, which uses ViT
as encoder to encode features from different spatial resolutions
of the initial embedding throughout all transformer stages. And
a decoder assembles the set of tokens into image-like feature
representations at various resolutions. Such feature representations
are progressively fused into the final dense prediction. Liu et al.
[24] present the Swin Transformer, a hierarchical transformer with
a shifted windowing scheme to achieve an efficient network for
vision tasks.

3
3.1

O UR M ETHOD
Transformer Network: An Overview

Multi-Head Self Attention: The typical idea in transformer
networks is self-attention, which captures long-term dependencies
between elements in an input sequence. The self-attention mechanism aims to estimate the relevance of one item to other items in a
given sequence, which explicitly models the interactions between
all items of a sequence.
We denote a sequence X ∈ Rn×d , where n is the sequence
length and d is the embedding dimension as input vector. The
input vector is first transformed into three different vectors: the
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Fig. 5. The structure of vanilla Transformer.

Multi-head Attention

Fig. 4. “Multi-Head Attention” consists of several “Scaled Dot-Product
Attention” layers running in parallel.

query vector Q, the key vector K and the value vector V with the
same dimension d. This is done by defining three learnable weight
matrices W Q ∈ Rn×dq , W K ∈ Rn×dk and W V ∈ Rn×dv . The
input sequence X is projected onto these weight matrices to get:

Q = XW Q , K = XW K , V = XW V .

(1)

Based on the above three weight matrices, we compute the dotproduct of the query with all keys. Then the results are normalized
into attention scores using the softmax operator. Finally, each
value vector is multiplied by the sum of the attention scores. In this
way, vectors with larger attention scores receive additional focus
from the following layers. The definition of scaled dot-product
self-attention is:

QK T
(2)
Z = sof tmax( √ )V.
d
The output of the self-attention layer is independent of the
input order. To solve the missing positional information of input
vectors, an additional positional encoding is added to the inputs.
There are two optional encoding forms, including learnable parameters and sine/cosine functions encoding. The form of the latter is
as follows:


pos
,
P E(pos, 2i) = sin
2i
d
10000


(3)
pos
P E(pos, 2i + 1) = cos
,
2i
10000 d
where pos is the position of the word in a vector and i is the
dimension of the positional encoding, thus each dimension of the
positional encoding corresponds to a sinusoid.
The self-attention is then extended to multi-head self-attention
to perform the self-attention layer in parallel. Specifically, as
shown in Fig. 4, to project the inputs into different representations,
different weight matrices are used for different heads. Features
then pass through the multi-head attention layer, and are concatenated to get the final results by another linear projection.
Transformer Network: In Fig. 5, the vanilla Transformer [22]
is composed of a multi-layer encoder module and a multi-layer
decoder module, which was firstly applied on the machine translation task in neural language processing (NLP). Each encoder is
composed of a multi-head self attention layer and a feed-forward
network, while each decoder is composed of a multi-head self
attention layer, an encoder-decoder attention layer and a feedforward network [74].

3.2

Vision Transformer Network

Vision transformer is designed for dense prediction tasks,
e.g.semantic segmentation or depth estimation [23], [24]. For a
typical vision transformer, the input image x ∈ RH×W ×C is
split into a sequence of patches (or tokens) x = [x1 , ..., xN ] ∈
2
RN ×P ×C with patch size (P, P ), where C is channel of image x.
Then each token is linearly projected to a sequence of one dimensional patch embedding feature vectors as ex = [Ex1 , ..., ExN ] ∈
RN ×d , where E is the embedding function, d is the dimension
of the feature space. As no position information is encoded in
ex , the learnable position embeddings pos are then added to the
sequence as z = ex + pos in order to capture the spatial location
information.
With the tokenization of input image x, all the tokens z
are fed into a transformer encoder with L transformer layers.
Each transformer layer includes a multi-head self-attention (MSA)
module and a feed forward multilayer perceptron (MLP) block
with layer normalization LN. The i-th, i ∈ {1, ..., L} transformer
layer can be expressed as:

ai−1 = MSA(LN(z i−1 )) + z i−1 ;
z i = MLP(LN(ai−1 )) + ai−1 , i = 1, ..., L.

(4)

The state at the output of the transformer encoder (z L ) then serves
as the image representation.
The core components of (4) is MSA, which allows the model
to attend to information from different representation subspaces
at different positions [22]. To compute self-attention, the input
vector is first transformed into three different vectors: query Q,
key K and value V of the same dimension d by three linear
layers. Then the definition
of self-attention is defined as Z =
√
sof tmax(QK T / d)V .
3.3

Transformer based Salient Object Detection

We argue that the local-connection attributes of CNNs makes them
less effective for exploring accurate global context information
for SOD. Then we introduce a unified transformer backbone [24]
based salient object detection network to achieve effective context
modeling as shown in Fig. 6. Two main modules are included
in our unified framework, namely the saliency “Generator” to
produce saiency predictions with deep supervision, and the confidence estimation based “Discriminator” to estimate pixel-wise
confidence map and achieve difficulty-aware learning.
3.3.1 Generator
The saliency “Generator” is composed of the “Transformer
Encoder” module Eθ (x) and the “Deep Supervision” module
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Fig. 6. Structure of our unified transformer backbone based network. “Image” is either RGB image or the concatenation of RGB and depth.

Gβ (Eθ (x)), where θ and β are parameter sets of each module,
and x is the input image1 . To adapt to the transformer backbone
[24], we first extend the basic transformer structure [22] to 2D
images, which was firstly used in ViT [73]. A straightforward way
to achieve data adaptation is to flatten the input image x of size
H ×W ×3 into a 1D vector of size 3HW . However, this will lead
to excessive computational complexity since the vector length of
a flattened image is too long. In order to maintain a small amount
of calculation, similar to [24], we first generate image patches
of size P = 4, leading to token of size 4 × 4. In this way, the
input image can be viewed as a sequence of HW
16 tokens. Different
from previous works that process the whole patch sequence, we
use the transformer to process tokens within each 3P × 3P nonoverlapping local windows, which covers 9 tokens in total. In this
way, the transformer is performed locally and more efficiently.
Transformer Encoder: We take the Swin transformer [24] as our
transformer encoder, which takes the embedded image feature as
input and produces a list of feature maps Eθ (x) = {tl }5l=1 of
channel size 128, 256, 512, 1024 and 1024 respectively, representing different levels of features. Different from [23], [73] that
use fixed tokenization, the Swin transformer [24] is a hierarchical
transformer structure whose representation is computed with selfattention in shifted non-overlapped windows, thus it enables even
larger receptive field modeling.
Deep Supervision: With the feature list Eθ (x) from the “Transformer Encoder”, one straightforward solution is to feed them to a
convolutional saliency decoder module as [1], [17] to generate
one saliency prediction in the end. We argue that the longrange dependency attribute of the transformer backbone makes
it suitable to provide additional direct spatial supervision, and
we then perform saliency prediction at each stage of the network
and achieve deep supervision. We then design a deep supervision
framework with transformer backbone as shown in Fig. 7. Specifically, we first map features of transformer backbone {tl }5l=1 to
feature maps {dl }5l=1 of same channel size C = 32 with five
different 3 × 3 convolutional layers (with batch normalization,
“BC”). Then we present a U-shaped decoder to achieve multi-scale
saliency predictions. We define the adjacent feature aggregation
as: bl = C a ([dl , conv3×3 (bl+1 )]), l = 1, ..., 4, where C a is
a residual channel attention block [75] (“RCAB”) to extract
discriminative features across the channels. conv3×3 is a 3 × 3
convolutional layer (“conv3x3”) and [.] is channel-wise concatenation (“ C ”). For the highest level feature, we have bl = dl . With
the adjacent feature aggregation, we obtain one-channel saliency
predictions {sl = Dm (bl )}5l=1 , where Dm is the DenseASPP
1. For the RGB-D model, we concatenate RGB image and depth, and feed
it to a 3 × 3 convolutional layer to obtain a three channel feature map to fit the
input of the “Generator”.

Fig. 7. Detailed pipeline of the deep supervision structure.

module [76] with multi-scale dilated convolution to generate our
final saliency map. We upsample bl+1 to the same spatial size of
dl by bi-linear interpolation before concatenation.
Loss function: To train the fully-supervised model, the weighted
structure-aware loss [2] is adopted, which is the sum of weighted
binary cross-entropy loss and weighted IOU loss as:

Llf ull (sl , y) = ω ∗ Llce (sl , y) + Lliou (sl , y), l = 1, ..., 5, (5)
where y is the ground truth saliency map, ω is the edge-aware
weight, which is defined as ω = 1 + 5 ∗ |(ap(y) − y)|, with
ap(.) representing the average pooling operation. Llce is the binary
cross-entropy loss. Lliou is the weighted IOU loss, which is defined
as:

Lliou = 1 −

ω ∗ interl + 1
, l = 1, ..., 5,
ω ∗ unionl − ω ∗ interl + 1

(6)

where interl = sl ∗ y , and unionl = sl + y . We then obtain the
g
fully-supervised loss function from the “Generator” as: Lf ull =
l
5
Ave({Lf ull }l=1 ), where Ave(.) is the averaging operation.
To train the weakly-supervised model, similar to [5], we adopt
extra smoothness loss [77] Llsm , the Gated-CRF loss [78] Llgcrf
and the self-supervised learning strategy [29] Llss to recover the
missing structure information in scribble annotation as shown in
Fig. 8. The smoothness loss aims to produce a saliency map
with edges well-aligned with the input image. The Gated-CRF
loss introduces pair-wise constraints to produce a saliency map
with spatial consistency. The self-supervised learning strategy is
proven effective in weakly-supervised learning. Following [29],
we define the self-supervised loss as a weighted sum of the
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4

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

4.1 Task Introduction
Fig. 8. Scribble annotations label part of foreground/background region,
where the yellow scribble indicates the salient foreground, and blue
scribble shows the background region.

structural similarity index measure [79] and L1 loss, which is
defined as:
s α
Llss = α ∗ SSIM (ssl , sα
l ) + (1 − α) ∗ L1 (sl , sl ), l = 1, ..., 5,
(7)
where ssl = Gβ (Eθ (xα )), which is the output of the generator
with the re-scaled image xα as input, and we set the scale rate as
α = 0.85 in our experiments. Accordingly, sα
l is re-scaled model
prediction with the original image x as input. Further, given the
scribble annotation, we adopt the partial cross-entropy loss Llpce
to constrain predictions on the scribble region. In this way, we
define the loss function for the weakly-supervised model as:

Llweak = Llpce + λ1 ∗ Llsm + λ2 ∗ Llgcrf + λ3 ∗ Llss , l = 1, ..., 5.
(8)
Empirically, we set the loss weights as λ1 = λ2 = 0.3 and
λ3 = 1. The final weakly-supervised loss function is then defined
as: Lweak = Ave({Llweak }5l=1 ).
3.3.2

Discriminator

The discriminator Rγ is composed of five convolutional layers of
kernel size 3, which takes the concatenation of image x and the
model predictions sl as input, and produces one channel confidence map cl . γ is parameter set of the discriminator. We define
supervision of the discriminator as the difference between model
prediction and the ground truth saliency map as: gl = |y − sl |.
Note that, for the weakly-supervised setting, we define the supervision for the discriminator as gl = |y − mask(sl )|, where mask
is a binary mask with the scribble foreground and background as
1 and other area as 0. In this way, the discriminator is designed
to recognize the difference of prediction and ground truth. We
define the loss function for the discriminator as binary crossentropy loss Ldis = Ave({Lce (sigmoid(Rγ (sl , x)), gl )}5l=1 ),
where sigmoid is the sigmoid function.
Difficulty-aware learning: The goal of difficulty-aware learning
is similar to hard negative mining [80] that aims to emphasize
more on the hard samples. With the proposed discriminator,
our model can estimate pixel-wise accuracy of its prediction as
shown in Fig. 3, which serves as a good indicator of pixelwise difficulty of samples, as the model produces more accurate
predictions for easy samples than for hard samples. Given predictions sl from the generator and output from the discriminator
cl = sigmoid(Rγ (sl , x)), we replace the edge-aware weight ω
in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 with cl , and define it as the difficulty-aware
loss Lld . Then the difficulty-aware loss for multiple predictions
is defined as Ld = Ave({Lld }5l=1 ). With Ld and the fullyg
supervised loss, Lf ull , we obtain the final loss function for the
g
fully-supervised learning models as: Lf ull = 0.5 ∗ (Lf ull + Ld ).
As the estimated difficulty map (shown in Fig. 12 “Ours W”) is
less accurate due to the sparse scribble annotation, we only apply
difficulty-aware learning for the two fully-supervised models, and
“Discriminator” in the weakly-supervised model only serve as
confidence estimation module.

For static image based salient object detection, we perform experiments on RGB salient object detection, RGB-D salient object
detection and weakly supervised RGB salient object detection,
which covers both fully supervised saliency segmentation and
weakly supervised saliency segmentation. For camouflaged object
detection, we only conduct experiments on fully supervised RGB
image based camouflaged object detection.
4.2 Setup
Dataset: For the salient object detection task, we train the models
by using DUTS training dataset [6], and test on six other widely
used data sets: the DUTS testing dataset, ECSSD [81], DUT [11],
HKU-IS [82], PASCAL-S [83] and the SOD testing dataset [84].
For weakly supervised RGB image based salient object detection,
we train our model using the DUTS-S training dataset [5] with
scribble annotations, and testing on above six benchmark RGB
saliency testing dataset. For the camouflaged object detection task,
we train the models using the COD10K training dataset [58],
and test them on four test datasets: CAMO [57], CHAMELEON
[89], the COD10K testing dataset, and NC4K [90]. For RGBD salient object detection models, we follow the conventional
training setting, in which the training set is a combination of 1,485
images from the NJU2K dataset [91] and 700 images from the
NLPR dataset [92]. We then test the performance of our model
and competing models on the NJU2K testing set, NLPR testing
set LFSD [93], DES [94], SSB [95] and the SIP [96] testing set.
Evaluation Metrics: For all the four tasks, we use four evaluation
indicators to measure the performance, including Mean Absolute
Error M, Mean F-measure (Fβ ), Mean E-measure (Eξ ) [97] and
S-measure (Sα ) [98].
MAE M is defined as the pixel-wise difference between the
predicted c and the pixel-wise binary ground-truth y :
MAE =

1
|c − y|,
H ×W

(9)

where H and W are the height and width of c correspondingly.
F-measure Fβ is a region based similarity metric, and we provide the mean F-measure using varying fixed (0-255) thresholds.
E-measure Eξ is the recent proposed Enhanced alignment
measure [97] in the binary map evaluation field to jointly capture
image-level statistics and local pixel matching information.
S-measure Sα is a structure based measure [98], which
combines the region-aware (Sr ) and object-aware (So ) structural
similarity as their final structure metric:

Sα = αSo + (1 − α)Sr ,

(10)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is the balance parameter and set to 0.5 as default.
Implementation Details: We train our model in Pytorch with the
Swin transformer backbone [24] trained on ImageNet-1K [99],
and other newly added layers are randomly initialized. We resize
all the images and ground truth to 384×384. The maximum epoch
is 50. The initial learning rates are 2.5 × 10−5 for all the three
tasks. The whole training takes 13 hours, 20 hours, 3 hours and 6
hours with batch size 6 on one NVIDIA GTX 2080Ti GPUs for
fully-supervised RGB SOD, weakly-supervised RGB SOD, RGBD image pair based SOD and RGB image based COD respectively.
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TABLE 1
Performance comparison with benchmark RGB SOD models.
PASCAL-S [83]
SOD [84]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.848
.869
.865
.838
.852
.861
.860
.879

.819
.833
.835
.818
.823
.835
.830
.856

.882
.892
.896
.879
.881
.898
.894
.916

.071
.063
.065
.076
.074
.062
.066
.052

.799
.817
.820
.798
.824
.824
.836
.863

.779
.790
.804
.792
.811
.814
.829
.862

.811
.829
.834
.827
.843
.850
.867
.899

.088
.087
.084
.094
.081
.077
.076
.063

.798
.701
.784
.821
.848

.773
.691
.806
.815
.823

.854
.687
.813
.877
.902

.093
.187
.130
.078
.065

.750
.698
.770
.782
.817

.743
.635
.741
.791
.818

.801
.687
.799
.833
.872

.108
.152
.117
.090
.080

Weak Conf

Ours W

Full Conf

Ours F

ITSD [88]

GT

Image

DUTS [6]
ECSSD [81]
DUT [11]
HKU-IS [82]
Method Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
Fully-supervised SOD Models
CPD [17] .869 .821 .898 .043 .913 .909 .937 .040 .825 .742 .847 .056 .906 .892 .938 .034
SCRN [1] .885 .833 .900 .040 .920 .910 .933 .041 .837 .749 .847 .056 .916 .894 .935 .034
PoolNet [85] .887 .840 .910 .037 .919 .913 .938 .038 .831 .748 .848 .054 .919 .903 .945 .030
BASNet [86] .876 .823 .896 .048 .910 .913 .938 .040 .836 .767 .865 .057 .909 .903 .943 .032
EGNet [87] .878 .824 .898 .043 .914 .906 .933 .043 .840 .755 .855 .054 .917 .900 .943 .031
F3Net [2] .888 .852 .920 .035 .919 .921 .943 .036 .839 .766 .864 .053 .917 .910 .952 .028
ITSD [88] .886 .841 .917 .039 .920 .916 .943 .037 .842 .767 .867 .056 .921 .906 .950 .030
Ours F .909 .877 .945 .028 .935 .934 .961 .026 .860 .799 .891 .050 .932 .924 .966 .023
Weakly-supervised SOD Models
SSAL [5] .803 .747 .865 .062 .863 .865 .908 .061 .785 .702 .835 .068 .865 .858 .923 .047
WSS [6] .748 .633 .806 .100 .808 .774 .801 .106 .730 .590 .729 .110 .822 .773 .819 .079
C2S [30] .805 .718 .845 .071
.773 .665 .810 .082 .869 .837 .910 .053
SCWS [29] .841 .818 .901 .049 .879 .894 .924 .051 .813 .751 .856 .060 .883 .892 .938 .038
Ours W .860 .823 .915 .040 .906 .913 .951 .038 .838 .768 .888 .056 .899 .893 .954 .034

Fig. 9. Predictions of SOTA RGB SOD model (ITSD [88]) and our transformer backbone based models.

4.3
4.3.1

RGB image based models
Saliency/Camouflage Detection

As a context based task, the existing salient object detection
models aim to identify and segment image parts that attract human
visual attention. Specifically, the SOD models focus on effectively
aggregating features of different stages of the backbone network
to achieve fine-grained predictions. However, when the salient
target is more complex, the existing conventional backbone based
SOD models fail to segment the complete object as shown in
Fig. 9. With the capability of long-range dependency modeling,
the transformer backbone [24] can model effective global context
information, leading to better performance as shown in Fig. 9
“Ours F” and Table 1 “Ours F”. Fig. 9 shows that with the superior context modeling ability, our model is effective in detecting

both large salient objects (1st and 6th column) and small salient
objects (5th and 8th column), leading to scale-robust model.
Similar to SOD, COD is also a contrast based task. However,
the foreground of COD dataset usually has low contrast compared
with it’s surrounding, as the prey evolves to have similar pattern
as its surrounding to avoid being recognized by predators. The
goal of camouflaged object detection model is to identify and
segment objects that are camouflaged in the environment. The
existing camouflaged object detection techniques [58], [90], [101]
design camouflaged object detection networks with convolutional
neural network following a similar pipeline as salient object
detection, which usually involves an encoder to extract camouflage
features, and a decoder to aggregate features from different levels
of network to produce an one channel camouflage map. Due to
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TABLE 2
Performance comparison with benchmark camouflaged object detection models.

Sα ↑
.779
.771
.735
.793
.803
.775
.782
.769
.745
.820
.860

CAMO [57]
Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑
.705
.796
.705
.795
.650
.753
.725
.826
.759
.853
.726
.812
.744
.840
.711
.825
.702
.804
.782
.882
.832
.920

M↓
.090
.092
.102
.085
.076
.088
.085
.094
.092
.070
.050

Sα ↑
.876
.856
.856
.893
.894
.893
.882
.860
.872
.888
.899

CHAMELEON [89]
Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑
.787
.889
.766
.869
.763
.877
.839
.938
.848
.943
.834
.918
.826
.922
.790
.908
.827
.936
.835
.942
.858
.958

M↓
.042
.047
.049
.033
.030
.030
.033
.044
.034
.030
.023

Sα ↑
.789
.778
.748
.793
.817
.814
.800
.790
.776
.815
.843

COD10K [58]
F β ↑ Eξ ↑
.651
.817
.635
.810
.587
.776
.685
.868
.726
.892
.711
.852
.700
.875
.672
.861
.679
.864
.718
.887
.765
.917

M↓
.047
.047
.053
.041
.035
.035
.040
.045
.043
.037
.029

Sα ↑
.832
.819
.796
.839
.842
.833
.829
.822
.810
.847
.872

NC4K [90]
F β ↑ Eξ ↑
.759
.855
.748
.845
.718
.830
.779
.883
.806
.898
.782
.867
.782
.886
.763
.877
.772
.873
.805
.903
.837
.927

M↓
.059
.061
.067
.053
.047
.052
.053
.059
.057
.048
.037

Conf

Ours

SINet [58] GT

Image

Method
SCRN [1]
CSNet [100]
EGNet [87]
LSR [90]
UJSC [101]
MGL [102]
PFNet [103]
PraNet [104]
SINet [58]
SINet-V2 [105]
Ours

Fig. 10. Predictions of the state-of-the-art camouflaged object detection model (SINet [58]) and our transformer backbone based model.
TABLE 3
Performance comparison with benchmark RGB-D SOD models.
NJU2K [91]
Method Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
BBSNet [4] .921 .902 .938 .035
BiaNet [45] .915 .903 .934 .039
CoNet [43] .911 .903 .944 .036
UCNet [3] .897 .886 .930 .043
JLDCF [106] .902 .885 .935 .041
Ours .928 .919 .955 .028

SSB [95]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.908 .883 .928 .041
.904 .879 .926 .043
.896 .877 .939 .040
.903 .884 .938 .039
.903 .873 .936 .040
.915 .894 .947 .034

DES [94]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.933 .910 .949 .021
.931 .910 .948 .021
.906 .880 .939 .026
.934 .919 .967 .019
.931 .907 .959 .021
.942 .931 .971 .015

the smaller receptive field of those models, the existing techniques
fail to identify camouflaged objects when they share too similar
pattern to their surroundings as shown in Fig. 10 “SINet [58]”. Our
transformer backbone based camouflaged object detection network
“Ours” in Table 2 achieve better performance compared with
those recent models. The results shown in Fig. 10 “Ours” further
shows that our model achieves consistent better performance for
various scales of camouflaged objects, illustrating again the scalerobustness property of transformer backbone based models.
4.3.2

Weakly-supervised Salient Object Detection

Following [5], [29], we design a transformer backbone [23] based
weakly supervised salient object detection model to learn saliency
from scribble annotations, and the performance is shown in Table
1 “Ours W”, which shows a consistent better performance of the
proposed framework. Although the weak model achieves inferior

NLPR [92]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.930 .896 .950 .023
.925 .894 .948 .024
.900 .859 .937 .030
.920 .891 .951 .025
.925 .894 .955 .022
.932 .913 .962 .020

LFSD [93]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.864 .843 .883 .072
.845 .834 .871 .085
.842 .834 .886 .077
.864 .855 .901 .066
.862 .848 .894 .070
.877 .864 .904 .062

SIP [96]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.879 .868 .906 .055
.883 .873 .913 .052
.868 .855 .915 .054
.875 .867 .914 .051
.880 .873 .918 .049
.897 .897 .933 .041

performance than our fully-supervised model, we can still observe
nearly accurate prediction with reasonable object boundaries as
shown in Fig. 9 “Ours W”.
4.3.3

Confidence Estimation

In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, we also show model predictions from
the proposed discriminator, where “Full Conf”, “Weak Conf” are
the normalized discriminator predictions sigmoid(Rγ (s1 , x)).
“COD Conf” is the confidence maps for the camouflaged object
detection model. We observe meaningful discriminator outputs
for the fully-supervised models, which can indeed highlight the
less accurate regions. However, the output of discriminator for
the weakly-supervised model cannot always accurately localize
the incorrect predictions (3rd and last column), making it less
effective for difficulty-aware learning, and we are working on
fixing this issue.
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Fig. 11. Predictions of the state-of-the-art RGB-D salient object detection model (BBSNet [4]) and our transformer based model.

Fig. 12. Different levels of features for the ResNet50 backbone [16] and our transformer backbone before (1st row of each image) and after fine-tune
them for SOD (2nd row of each image).

4.4 RGB-D based Models
For RGB-D based models, we only investigate RGB-D salient
object detection, and design a similar network as the RGB salient
object detection model, except that we concatenate RGB image
and depth data in the input layer and feed it to a 3×3 convolutional
layer to obtain a feature map of channel size 3, which is then
fed to the “Transformer Encoder” in Fig. 6. The performance of
our transformer backbone based RGB-D salient object detection
model is shown in Table 3, which clearly verifies the effectiveness
of our solution. We also show failure cases of the state-of-theart models and our corresponding predictions (and the confidence
maps “RGBD Conf”) in Fig. 11, which further demonstrate the
superiority of our network, which is effective in achieving multiscale salient object detection.
4.5 Running-time Comparison:
Our framework has a total parameters number of 89M, which is
similar to existing models, e.g., BASNet [86] and JLDCF [106]
have 87M and 144M parameters respectively. For inference, our
model achieve 46fps, which is comparable with existing models.
4.6 Feature Visualization:
We prove effectiveness of the transformer backbone for SOD and
COD in Table 1, Table 3 and Table 2. According to existing

analysis [23], [24], [73], this mainly comes from the powerful
long-range dependency estimation, leading to effective context
information modeling. To achieve better understanding of the
transformer network, we analyze different levels of features of the
conventional backbone (e.g., ResNet50 [16]) and our transformer
backbone [24] before (1st row) and after (2nd row) fine-tuning
them for SOD as shown in Fig. 122 . The backbone features (from
left to right) in Fig. 12 indicate lower to higher level features.
We observe that: 1) the lower level features change less before
and after fine-tuning the backbone models for SOD; 2) the lower
level features of transformer backbone shows better structure
information than ResNet50 backbone [16]; 3) after fine-tuning for
SOD, higher level features of the transformer backbone include
more accurate semantic information. With this observation, we
conclude that the transformer backbone encodes more accurate
object structure information and more distinct semantic information.
4.7

Model Analysis

In this section, we analyse our transformer backbone based models
in detail. Note that, all the following experiments are based on the
2. We averaged feature map of each level (tl from our backbone) channelwise, and then perform min-max normalization to generate the feature for
visualization.
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TABLE 4
Model analysis related experiments.
DUTS [6]
ECSSD [81]
DUT [11]
HKU-IS [82]
PASCAL-S [83]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
Conventional backbone
ResNet50
.879 .844 .919 .037 .922 .924 .952 .033 .827 .756 .863 .055 .913 .909 .953 .029 .857 .850 .903 .065
ResNet50 SGD .873 .838 .913 .038 .917 .918 .948 .035 .816 .750 .859 .056 .914 .910 .950 .030 .849 .845 .900 .067
ResNet50 R
.757 .668 .817 .090 .831 .823 .876 .082 .755 .652 .807 .088 .833 .809 .895 .065 .743 .721 .794 .131
Other Transformer as Backbone
Base DPT
.916 .888 .948 .026 .937 .938 .962 .026 .868 .812 .898 .049 .937 .930 .969 .021 .881 .858 .916 .052
DPT
.921 .897 .954 .023 .935 .937 .959 .027 .869 .813 .901 .046 .937 .931 .970 .020 .887 .869 .925 .048
Deep supervision and difficulty-aware learning analysis
Base
.898 .859 .940 .031 .927 .923 .955 .031 .852 .783 .888 .052 .920 .905 .958 .029 .874 .850 .914 .055
.903 .870 .941 .029 .933 .932 .959 .028 .854 .796 .888 .051 .930 .917 .960 .025 .870 .851 .910 .053
Base DS
Base DA
.904 .876 .940 .028 .933 .932 .958 .027 .858 .794 .889 .051 .930 .923 .963 .024 .873 .854 .913 .053
Ours R
.782 .688 .820 .089 .859 .836 .888 .074 .769 .661 .801 .097 .853 .817 .894 .063 .772 .719 .803 .124
Ours SGD
.890 .856 .916 .036 .923 .914 .948 .034 .846 .769 .872 .053 .920 .908 .957 .030 .861 .836 .905 .067
Ours F
.909 .877 .945 .028 .935 .934 .961 .026 .860 .799 .891 .050 .932 .924 .966 .023 .879 .856 .916 .052
Ours 22k
.919 .893 .953 .025 .936 .937 .961 .026 .870 .815 .901 .045 .937 .931 .969 .021 .888 .871 .926 .047
Method

SOD [84]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.828 .826 .862 .074
.825 .820 .859 .075
.715 .697 .769 .138
.864 .864 .901 .061
.867 .870 .903 .059
.845
.854
.855
.740
.833
.863
.863

.836
.854
.849
.705
.841
.862
.865

.885
.887
.886
.777
.871
.899
.901

.068
.065
.066
.137
.075
.063
.060

Fig. 13. Features of using and without using the deep supervision strategy.
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Fig. 14. Loss convergence curves of our transformer backbone based
salient object detection network.

fully supervised RGB salient object detection task. We highlight
the result in blue if it’s better than our final result.
Model performance w.r.t. learning rate and optimizer: We
observe the transformer backbone based network is sensitive to
the initial learning rate. We then analyse the loss convergence
of the transformer backbone based network as shown in Fig. 14,
which clearly shows that a larger learning rate may lead to
significant instability in training. Further, we want to analyse
how conventional backbone and transformer backbone perform
with different optimizers. We change our backbone network to
ResNet50 [16], and obtain model performance as shown in Table
4 “ResNet50”, which uses Adam as optimizer. Then, we train
the model with SGD as optimizer, which is “ResNet50 SGD”.
We observe that for the conventional backbone based network,
e.g., ResNet50, the SGD optimizer (“ResNet50 SGD” and Adam
optimizer (“ResNet50” achieve similar performance. However, for
the transformer backbone based network, the Adam optimizer

(“Ours F”) achieves significantly better performance than the
model with SGD optimizer (“Ours SGD”). We will investigate
it further in the future.
The importance of initialization weights: Note that, for both
conventional backbone and our transformer backbone, we initialize them with the image classification model trained on ImageNet1K [99]. To test how the initialization weights contribute to model
performance, we randomly initialize the two models (“ResNet50”
and “Ours F” in Table 4) and obtain model performance as
“ResNet50 R” and “Ours R” in Table 4. We observe worse
performance of both “ResNet50 R” and “Ours R”, which further
illustrates the necessity of fine-tuning the backbone models for
SOD. We also initialize our transformer backbone with parameters
pre-trained on ImageNet-22K dataset, and show the result as
“Ours 22k” in Table 4. The better performance of “Ours 22k”
compared with “Ours F” further explains importance of the initialization weights for the backbone network.
The contribution of deep supervision and difficulty-aware
learning: We claim that the global context information in each
level of the transformer backbone, as well as the necessity of
accurate spatial information modeling makes it both suitable
and desirable to perform deep supervision at every level of the
network. Further, inspired by hard negative mining [80], we argue
difficulty-aware learning can be beneficial for SOD. To test how
the deep supervision and difficulty-aware learning contribute to
our framework, we remove the two modules from our pipeline,
and define prediction of this base model as s = Dm [d1 , ..., d5 ],
where Dm is the DenseASPP module [76]. Note that we upsample
{dl }5l=2 to the same spatial size of d1 before concatenation. The
performance of this base model is shown as “Base” in Table 4.
Then we add the deep supervision and difficulty-aware learning
module to “Base” and obtain “Base DS” and “Base DA” respectively. The improved performance of “Base DS” and “Base DA”
indicates effectiveness of each strategy. Further, we visualize back-
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TABLE 5
Weakly supervised learning rated loss analysis.
DUTS [6]
ECSSD [81]
Method Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
Base
.770 .660 .820 .074 .846 .799 .891 .070
SSl
.780 .673 .830 .071 .852 .803 .896 .067
Smooth .818 .752 .884 .058 .874 .863 .927 .052
GCRF .801 .712 .856 .060 .873 .846 .922 .051
Ours W .860 .823 .915 .040 .906 .913 .951 .038

Image

GT

DUT [11]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.745 .617 .783 .092
.758 .634 .795 .088
.798 .712 .844 .072
.775 .668 .816 .078
.838 .768 .888 .056

Base

HKU-IS [82]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.821 .754 .876 .071
.833 .767 .885 .066
.863 .836 .926 .049
.857 .813 .915 .050
.899 .883 .954 .034

PASCAL-S [83]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.786 .720 .832 .096
.797 .732 .841 .091
.822 .789 .881 .078
.816 .770 .867 .079
.848 .823 .902 .065

Smooth

GCRF

SSL

SOD [84]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.765 .717 .822 .107
.779 .732 .839 .098
.789 .774 .859 .090
.786 .752 .845 .094
.817 .818 .872 .080

Ours

Fig. 15. Model predictions of different weakly supervised related loss functions.
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Fig. 16. Model performance of ResNet50 [16] backbone and our transformer backbone based salient object detection network w.r.t.different training
dataset sizes on six testing dataset.

bone features of model without deep supervision (“Base DA”)
and our model with deep supervision in Fig. 13 and find a clear
difference between the two backbone features is the degree of
the higher level semantic information encoding. We argue that the
deep supervision can be beneficial for the higher level features to
achieve uniform activation within the same semantic object.
Different transformer backbone analysis: Following our
pipeline, we change the Swin transformer backbone [24] to DPT
backbone [23], and achieve “Base DPT” and “DPT” in Table 4
respectively, where “Base DPT” has the same network structure
as “Base” in Table 4 except that we change the backbone to DPT

[23], and “DPT” have all our proposed components, e.g. deep
supervision and difficulty-aware learning. Note that, the DPT
backbone we used in Table 4 is initialized with weights trained
on ImageNet-22K. The better performance of “DPT” compared
with “Base DPT” illustrates the effectiveness of the two strategies. Although the DPT backbone [23] based model (“DPT”)
outperforms the Swin backbone [24] based model (“Ours F”),
our model with Swin backbone initialized with ImageNet-22K
(“Ours 22k”) achieve comparable performance as “DPT”, which
further explains the necessity of initial weights for the backbones.
Weakly-supervised loss analysis: Beside the partial cross-
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Fig. 17. Features of ResNet50 backbone and the transformer backbone for weakly-supervised SOD.
TABLE 6
Performance of different backbone models for weakly-supervised SOD.
DUTS [6]
ECSSD [81]
Method Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
Res50 .599 .456 .622 .202 .692 .601 .720 .185
TransF .770 .660 .820 .074 .846 .799 .891 .070
Ours W .860 .823 .915 .040 .906 .913 .951 .038

DUT [11]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.606 .429 .621 .203
.745 .617 .783 .092
.838 .768 .888 .056

HKU-IS [82]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.664 .546 .706 .182
.821 .754 .876 .071
.899 .883 .954 .034

PASCAL-S [83]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.645 .544 .669 .213
.786 .720 .832 .096
.848 .823 .902 .065

SOD [84]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.623 .527 .666 .218
.765 .717 .822 .107
.817 .818 .872 .080

PASCAL-S [83]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.879 .859 .918 .052
.881 .864 .921 .050
.879 .856 .916 .052

SOD [84]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.860 .857 .895 .060
.857 .858 .891 .065
.863 .862 .899 .063

TABLE 7
Self-supervised learning verification.
DUTS [6]
Method Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
Scale
.908 .877 .944 .028
Rotation .911 .884 .947 .027
Ours F .909 .877 .945 .028

ECSSD [81]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.934 .935 .960 .027
.933 .935 .959 .027
.935 .934 .961 .026

DUT [11]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.859 .797 .890 .050
.863 .806 .898 .047
.860 .799 .891 .050

entropy loss, we use three extra loss functions for weaklysupervised salient object detection, namely smoothness loss to
constrain the predictions to be well aligned with the image edges,
gated CRF loss to regularize the pairwise term predictions which
aims to produce similar predictions for spatially similar pixels, and
a self-supervised loss to effectively learn from fewer supervision
with consistency loss, e.g.scale-invariant predictions. We then
carried out extra experiments to verify the effectiveness of each
loss function, and show the results in Table 5. Note that, all the experiments in this section are built upon the base model in our main
paper Table 3. “Base” is the base performance with only the partial
cross-entropy loss. “SSl”, “Smooth” and “GCRF” are models of
adding self-supervised loss, smoothness loss and gated CRF loss
to the “Base” respectively. We observe improved performance of
each extra loss function, which explains the effectiveness of them.
Further, we find that the smoothness and gated CRF achieve more
performance gain than the self-supervised loss, which mainly
comes from the effective structure modeling of each of the two loss
functions. We also show predictions of each model in Fig. 15. It’s
clear that both the base model with only partial cross-entropy loss
( “Base”) and the model with extra self-supervised loss (“SSL”)
fail to accurately localize object boundaries, leading to blurred
predictions. The smoothness loss and the gated CRF loss work
better in modeling the structure information, leading to more
accurate predictions, especially along object edges.
4.8

Discussion

Model performance with different numbers of training
datasets: We train our transformer backbone networks and
ResNet50 [16] backbone network in Table 4 with different
numbers of training datasets, which are 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%,
90% of the entire training dataset respectively, and show model
performance in Fig. 16. The consistently better performance of
the transformer backbone based model with regard to different
numbers of training example explains the effectiveness of our

HKU-IS [82]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.933 .925 .966 .022
.932 .925 .966 .023
.932 .924 .966 .023

Fig. 18. Model performance (MAE) w.r.t. scales of salient objects.

solution. Further, we observe that the mode performance is not
always increasing with a larger training dataset, which inspires us
to work on active learning based transformer network to actively
select representative samples for model training.
Transformer backbone VS CNN backbone for weaklysupervised SOD: We observe clear object structure in the transformer backbone within the lower level features as shown in
Fig. 12. We then design two different models with ResNet50 [16]
and Swin transformer [24] as backbone. The decoder part is the
same as “Base” in Table 4. We train the two models with only
partial cross-entropy loss, and we show their corresponding results
in Table 6 “Res50” and “TransF” respectively. The significantly
better performance of “TransF” compared with “Res50” shows the
effectiveness of the transformer backbone for weakly-supervised
salient object detection. We also visualize the feature of the two
trained models in Fig. 17, where heat maps are the features
and binary maps are the predictions. We observe clear structure
information in “TranF”, which explains the superior performance
of the transformer for weakly-supervised learning via supervisions
with less structure information [107].
Self-supervised learning and Transformer: Self-supervised
learning is proven effective [108] within the transformer network
for image classification. We then carry out experiments with
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TABLE 8
Fusion strategy analysis
NJU2K [91]
Method Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
Cross .930 .921 .955 .028
Late .928 .921 .955 .028
Ours .928 .919 .955 .028

SSB [95]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.912 .888 .946 .034
.914 .891 .947 .033
.915 .894 .947 .034

DES [94]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.935 .924 .964 .017
.924 .912 .952 .020
.942 .931 .971 .015

NLPR [92]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.934 .915 .963 .020
.936 .916 .965 .019
.932 .913 .962 .020

LFSD [93]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.878 .868 .904 .062
.881 .872 .908 .060
.877 .864 .904 .062

SIP [96]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.904 .903 .938 .038
.900 .904 .935 .040
.897 .897 .933 .041

PASCAL-S [83]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.879 .856 .916 .052
.881 .861 .918 .051
.881 .859 .920 .052

SOD [84]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.863 .862 .899 .063
.862 .862 .898 .062
.863 .861 .900 .061

TABLE 9
Difficulty-aware learning analysis.
DUTS [6]
Method Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
Ours F .909 .877 .945 .028
DA1
.910 .880 .946 .028
DA2
.909 .879 .945 .029

ECSSD [81]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.935 .934 .961 .026
.935 .935 .960 .027
.935 .935 .961 .026

DUT [11]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.860 .799 .891 .050
.863 .804 .896 .048
.860 .800 .892 .049

HKU-IS [82]
Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
.932 .924 .966 .023
.932 .925 .966 .023
.933 .925 .966 .023

TABLE 10
Performance of the weakly-supervised SOD model with auxiliary edge detection module.
DUTS [6]
ECSSD [81]
DUT [11]
HKU-IS [82]
PASCAL-S [83]
SOD [84]
Method Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓ Sα ↑ Fβ ↑ Eξ ↑ M ↓
Ours W .860 .823 .915 .040 .906 .913 .951 .038 .838 .768 .888 .056 .899 .883 .954 .034 .848 .823 .902 .065 .817 .818 .872 .080
Ours E .865 .817 .922 .040 .910 .907 .951 .035 .831 .755 .873 .058 .905 .891 .954 .031 .850 .826 .901 .065 .823 .818 .880 .075

(a) The cross-level fusion model “Cross”

(b) The late fusion model “Late”
Fig. 19. Detailed pipeline of the two extra RGB-D fusion models, where
“Cf” module is the cascaded concatenation operation, residual channel
attention module [75] and the 3 × 3 convolutional layers with batch
normalization to obtain fused feature map of channel size C = 32, and
“Lf” is the cascaded concatenation operation and 3 × 3 convolutional
layers with batch normalization to produce the saliency map.

two widely used self-supervised learning strategy, e.g., scale
and rotation transformation with cycle consistency loss (as in
Eq. 7). The results are reported in Table 7 as “Scale” and “Rotation” respectively. We observe comparable or worse performance
with additional self-supervised learning, indicating self-supervised
learning may be less effective in our scenario due to the high
capacity of the transformer encoder.
Training data size and salient object scales: Both size of the
training dataset and scales of salient objects play an important
role for conventional backbone based SOD. We analyze our model
performance (MAE) on four testing dataset w.r.t.training dataset
size (x-axis of Fig. 16 represents the percentage of the DUTS
training dataset [6] we used) and scale of salient objects (10 times
the x-axis of Fig. 18 is the percentage of the salient foreground)
and find: 1) the transformer backbone is more robust to size of
training dataset as shown in Fig. 16, which makes it suitable to
learn from smaller training dataset; 2) the conventional backbone
based models (ITSD [88]) perform worse for images with large
salient objects, while the transformer backbone can perform well
on this scenario, leading to scale-robust model.
RGB-D salient object detection model analysis: To achieve a
unified salient object detection network, we design an early fusion
RGB-D salient object detection network. To test how the model
performs with different fusion strategies, we design two extra
frameworks with both cross level fusion and late fusion models
as shown in Fig. 19 (a) and (b), where “Decoder”, “Decoder1”
and “Decoder2” have the same decoder structure as in Fig. 7. The
results are shown in Table 8 “Cross” and “Late” respectively. Note
that, the models are designed with our whole network structure,
including both deep supervision and difficulty-aware learning.
We observe similar performance of each fusion strategies, which
clearly shows that early-fusion model can achieve comparable
performance with other two fusion models.
Difficulty-aware learning analysis In the difficulty-aware learning part, we define the supervision for the discriminator as
gl = |y − sl |. To test how the supervision of the discriminator af-
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Fig. 20. Predictions and the confidence maps of different difficulty-aware learning strategies.
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ResNet50

ITSD [88]

F3Net [2]

EGNet [87]

Fig. 21. Failed cases of our model compared with existing techniques.

Fig. 22. Auxiliary edge detection module for weakly-supervised SOD.

fect model performance, we define gl1 = y∗(1−sl )+(1−y)∗sl to
achieve difficulty-aware learning similar to [109], and gl2 = {0, 1}
to achieve adversarial learning [110]. For the latter, we define
supervision of the discriminator with prediction as input as 0
matrix and with ground truth saliency map as input as 1 matrix.
The performance of each model is shown as “Base DA1” and
“Base DA2” respectively for gl1 and gl2 . Note that, those models
are built up the base framework without deep supervision as shown

in the main paper Table 3 “Base”.
We observe similar performance of our model “Base DA”
compared with “Base DA1” with gl1 as supervision, while relative worse performance with gl2 as supervision. This indicates
that it’s more effective to have a supervision of the discriminator that can reflect the pixel-wise awareness of accuracy. We
also show the output confidence map from each model in Fig.
As the output of “Base DA2” aims to distinguish predictions
and ground truth saliency map, which leads to a 0.5 matrix,
indicating the discriminator cannot distinguish prediction and
ground truth. We then define confidence map for “Base DA2” as
|sigmoid(Rγ (sl , x)) − 0.5|, where Rγ is the discriminator, and
sl is the prediction. Fig. 20 shows that the confidence maps from
both our “Base DA” and “Base DA1” can reflect the pixel-wise
awareness of model prediction, while “Base DA2” fails to do so.
Auxiliary edge detection module for weakly-supervised SOD:
As discussed in [5], [111], the auxiliary edge detection module
can be beneficial for weakly-supervised segmentation within the
convolutional neural network framework. We then analyse how
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the edge detection module contributes to weakly-supervised SOD
within the transformer framework. To achieve this, we design an
edge detection module following [112] as shown in Fig. 22, which
include an extra “Edge Decoder” to generate salient edge maps
same as [112]. The “Segmentation Decoder” is same as “Decoder”
in Fig. 19 (a), and the “Prediction Gradients” module computes the
gradients magnitude of the finest level prediction (s1 in this paper).
The auxiliary edge detection module introduce extra loss function,
namely the “Edge loss”, which is defined as binary cross-entropy
loss between the estimated edge map from the “Edge Decoder”
and the edge map of the model prediction. The final loss function
of model in Fig. 22 includes our original weakly supervised
loss Lweak and the extra edge loss. We show performance of
this model in Table 10 “Ours E”. The observe slightly better
performance of “Ours E”, which explains contribution of the
auxiliary edge detection module for weakly-supervised SOD. The
parameter number of “Ours E” is 90M, which is relatively larger
than “Ours W”, which is 89M.
Failure case analysis: We analyse when our transformer backbone based model fails, and show some samples in Fig. 21, where
“ResNet50” is the ResNet50 model for salient object detection
in Table 4. We observe the main less accurate predictions are
those with too much false positive. This can be caused by at least
two reasons. Firstly, the generated binary ground truth might be
biased, which focus mostly on person (images in the 2nd , 3rd , 4th
rows). Secondly, the subtle contrast difference for the foreground
regions is difficult to be perceived by the deep model (image in the
1st row), which makes salient object ranking [113] an interesting
direction to work on. We will work on solving the above two
problems in the future.
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C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the context information learning problem
under the transformer backbone for salient object detection (SOD).
Specifically, we design a unified framework for fully-supervised
RGB image based SOD, RGB-D image pair based SOD and
weakly-supervised RGB image based SOD. We observe that
the accurate structure information encoded in the transformer
backbone as shown in Fig. 12 makes it powerful for weaklysupervised SOD. Further, we investigate deep supervision and
difficulty-aware learning within the transformer backbone. The
former is demonstrated to restore the gradients from lower level
features to higher level features, thus enabling uniform activation
within the same semantic object, and the latter is effective in
identifying the hard pixels for effective hard negative mining. We
also analyze features within the CNN backbone and transformer
backbone and find that the more accurate structure information
and distinct semantic information within the lower and higher level
feature respectively differentiate the two sets of backbone models.
As an extension, we train a camouflaged object detection network
with our fully supervised model, and observe consistent improve
performance. Extensive experimental results demonstrate the superiority of our transformer backbone based network, achieving
new benchmarks for the three different SOD tasks and one COD
task, which also inspires us to extend our framework to other
related tasks [114], [115].
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